Dear Lash. It is 4:30 now. I've just
made a break in my writing to reply
our dinner. I made you a luncheon
after dinner. I go to bed to my book.
After days of fishing, I'm finally have
seen the eagle. I can finally have seen
the eagle. I'm finally to continue
this night. If I do not give up this
tired, I may make the best. Then
night to finish next morning.
I would only have one year more
who would not every be as death. But
only until after the death. But
don't
unfortunate has not yet. A much
more I am washing to get my she
and as a species to get my daughter
and as the one I was to get my she
and as a species to get my daughter
of. I know
first part of my life. The rest of my life
in no more. I used to take a meal
in the evening for myself, a meal
from to day. I shall not be able
to get away until by the 2nd. Besides
we move in the early night after,
those I used to take a nap after
have your care to read the new paper
have to save the first part in 207.
Demi has been very restless. I'm well about seeing her again and I have begun to see a singing like Henry. Nothing on my side. Mary and the others I prefer not to discuss. Demi got me by telephoning me yesterday. She gave me the absolute order I told her it would be good for me. So yet the practice is fun for me as they all are doing now. I will have to go alone today. But Demi is a difficult soul she simply would not agree. Until Henry said she would stay with me for it. She is marrying a man. However, she is a great joy and the man's name. And my dearest. He may go back now. I can't tell. He is in a new city. Palestine. I'm going funny in another country. He can appeal. France better. He did a little meeting. Not a grand idea about your meeting. She the best play.
only wish you had applied
2 experimenting in such matters every
thing you ought to do by style
Don't wait until next Saturday.
Be sure to send off cable with
this. I strongly urge you;
To do so dear. About the Articulation Play.
That is a rather hazy subject.
Never learned at the copyright
Don't go to New York when you do not expect
to put it all. You know yourself.
Now quickly say anything else.
It must be just your fault that I have been
worrying my head a great deal. You are
were myself. The old editions were
where it's not an easy thing.
Now at least.

Don't expect me to have
So important not to delay. Don't write
my coming impatience. Until
I am terribly anxious to see you succeed with your work. I hope you understand that I wrote thought and a great deal about the title and also came to the conclusion that your man to do poverty no. I've thought it really express the spirit of the play. It is good to be patient, his theme. Frenzy is of the same opinion. He has read my lines in the Russian. He said, if I may, particularly difficult to translate your play. And more than that, I am sure once you begin it will go nice if you might. But in a very gradual statement about that dirty hypocrisy of Russia. Indeed, I heard it in my own mind. You never in the real day. He Krasin is in the reveal. Krasin in everywhere in ordinary figures. Everywhere. I write you that Streicher has succed
Am I the rebel? A writer/Re will
refuse to defend himself on such a charge
and that he will refuse to try
him, if he is condemned the
same. If so, I am convinced you can say in
more terrible, you say in the
statement that the war off all the
causes are responsible for
such behavior. My dear
Deer, it has been
always. The author had been thing
into great care. 
With respect to
peculiarities of
management. I am
in people. The management of
lack it was nothing to do with the
things. The author in all open because
me were in a gametic. We
about what a debate or a debate
ment can do in satisfying people.
You are right, my dear. It is
extremely hard to understand human
matter and certainly you
look very hard to find understanding
helper friends. But since ever...
Any is relating us life en they
get at the heart of a friend if
true, by is unreasoning it has the capacity
for love. I don't mean the
physical love I mean a
great devotion; owing enough
to stay the test of time. It's
capacity gives me a rest
sence and makes up for
fig things in the friend which he
sider doesn't see himself as
peevy was not the strength to
admit it. How can I forget you
stand up splendidly it was
a greater thing than me than any
thing that happened to me that
terrible period. It affected me
more than your
not had any talk
about violence you had. We
went to jail seen
you and Brander. The agony of
repealing, condemnation
resentment, caused
down & cold-bloodedly analyze.
I don't mean that you were actually capital. I meant that you were still, so to speak, in the old yeoman tradition. And people believed that you could not possibly
I am reminded that may be in 1901, and what is more clear such deep days on your card you are still the old Adam. Didn't I see it in Russia where you forget me teach and nail because I would not swallow everything as justification of the Revolution. How many times did you know it into myself. It is not likely been a Nasara resolution that the end satisfied they mean that the end justified the means. I am not as you may be in any account etc. etc. Perhaps I do not say this in any manner merely to get your reaction. There is indeed bound in place that I to you stand as a supine as I did then. Act up, violence expect, as demonstration of a genuine change now have respect. But surely you have raised up that place. Out to say what a political act
but as to removing anything, even phantasmagoria in your, yet in sordidly moderate, you see it was not to stake or still more so your publicist in your age just as many other such acts, and wipe our souls, only nature may owe away from its lytic fury, ridiculous Gatiliterian now splitting it, which is more important as little as the argument of planet mind as matter, at least to me.

Yes, it was my mistake about your date of my second visit. I first thought you wrote to stand when to see you again after the act of Gallicus. "Personal example." Was given denied that? But what value can I have when one does the things utterly judge to oneself, even if approved by custom, even if not? How much of your own desire life as acts shocked occur besides life. As if they were seen been. Was of mine? Yet? For can
honestly say that I have never committed anything which was false to my ideals, though I often wished I could not pay that. I have not been false to myself. But you know I have brought the cause of everything we are capable of appreciating to a point at which you will find that you have simply not entirely understood your own beliefs. You must have for that matter, only that you deny the rest more. And so I must act as our camaraderie, in your case even more so, in the petty self-glorification against the few myself included in which my own feelings and camraderie are to become the standard by which we measure the choice we make all to me. Being an opinion everything, keep respect and friendship my greatest support.
For the rest, I have grown in different the process won't since yesterdays it began with the attacks made terroristic struits in 1961 gained momentum during my work there, Ken and I will reach by dimes once I came out of Russia.

Once my mind about Michael, he evidently does not want to have anything to do with my book. I wrote him from Hungary and I wrote him from Hungary and out of my request, you write. Arm of my request. I will not you answered last spring. I say you are not my present conscience that believe in left for Encyclopaedia that I approached Hungary, I am not merely in the temple. I ask not publicly the problem. I told him the purpose clearly I am going to write. Then he may remember I am only sure that he had promised to do his utmost. I had promised to do his utmost. I had promised to do his utmost. He may remember now surprised.
Because I was a practical man and I had treated me well when we first met. Later when more money was needed you wrote to M. I was already in the money then. I don't know whether you ever told the story of how I came to meet the possibility of coming to Berlin at 20 after some months when I was living with my family. I wrote me towards my journey because I had given up those ideas. But you can imagine this because you can imagine that Philister not surprised that Philister was only interested in the paper to which I wrote me. He was only interested in it. He may not yourself be what I should if he were a man. They should mean the usual kind of days later, especially in some other. Most of it is at a distance, anyway.
unless done by a man fierce
Dulemski that mates certainly
certain exactly far a little article
in Yiddish style. I can't see
what lesser help of mine邦
have even written to my self邦
myself not be able to do the style
article. He now gives me time
until De. I might do it until
then.

Indeed in Demi's poem
I know it is a beautiful thing
we all does Demi. Do you think
Emmy would merge me some
copies? I would like more
at least, maybe one can make
2 impressions, or you if you
Demi want you to have it
the one there is my personal
copy. Please please do not fail
write Demi a line of appreciation
on paper if the poem impresses
you. Do or to her Paris address:
Pierre de Bonaparte Paris 17.
Be sure to keep the Outlook you gave for the meeting at 6 Oct. at a later date. I will send you the new replies. The New Republic has a splendid editorial. I should say the only thing I am more enthusiastic than Chicago, I will see Peter N. to-morrow and we'll certainly talk to them about coming to New York. Devotedly yours, Saturday 11 a.m.

Dinner. I worked until just after 9:30, n.d. late morning, slept until not quite 3/4 of 2 a.m. and must to dem. for 7 1/2 days. I did not quite get through with 1900, but I am still behind and haven't time tomorrow to put it together. I write you for tomorrow. I'm Negrues, plan a trip for next year. We go to Paris in September.
If we don't I will start in you. Do you think the whole thing to sink or to sink and not want fall asleep at the table?

Boast in different ways the admirable thing that can you get from here for us. I know. Am I right that he was a Catholic priest and did he began his career as a free thinker. Or do you go on to another place. Did he come to your house? What became of all of us?

His school as well maintained. Have you seen performance of the children from time after last to now. I am not married any more. Until 1907.